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Abstract— In this paper, the effect of biaxial strain on the
mobility of single-layer transition metal dichalcogenides (MoS2 ,
MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 ) is investigated by accounting for the
scattering from intrinsic phonon modes, remote phonons, and
charged impurities. Ab ini t i o simulations are employed to study
a strain-induced effect on the electronic bandstructure, and the
linearized Boltzmann transport equation is used to evaluate the
low-field mobility. The results indicate that tensile strain increases
the mobility. In particular, a significant increase in the mobility of
single-layer MoSe2 and WSe2 with a relatively small tensile strain
is observed. Under a compressive strain, however, the mobility
exhibits a nonmonotonic behavior. With a relatively small
compressive strain, the mobility decreases and then it partially
recovers with a further increase in the compressive strain.
Index Terms— Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), mobility,
strain, transition metal dicalcogenides (TMDs).

I. I NTRODUCTION

G

RAPHENE is the most prominent of 2-D material that is
attractive for use in the next-generation nanoelectronic
devices because of its high mobility [1], [2]; however, the
absence of an energy gap seriously jeopardizes the usage
of this material for some important electronic applications,
including digital circuits [3], [4]. Other 2-D materials with
nonzero bandgap, such as single and few layers of transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) offer promising electrical
and optical properties for future electronic applications [5].
Because of the weak interlayer van der Waals bonds in
the layered structure, the single to few layers of these
materials can be easily obtained by mechanical or chemical
exfoliation techniques [6]–[8]. The n-type FETs based
on the TMDs have demonstrated a high ION /IOFF ratio,
a relatively steep subthreshold swing, and an extremely small
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OFF -current [9]–[13]. A possible application of these materials
to heterojunction interlayer tunneling FETs has also been
proposed and theoretically investigated [14].
The effect of strain on the bandstructure and bandgap of
some of these materials has been investigated in previous
studies [15], [16], and it has been shown that the application
of compressive and tensile biaxial strain results in an indirect
bandgap [17]–[19]. We have recently studied the effect of
strain on the mobility of single-layer MoS2 and shown
that the tensile biaxial strain can significantly enhance the
mobility [20]; however, the investigation of a strain effect on
the mobility of other TMDs is still missing. The electronic
bandstructures of the TMDs are similar, but the valleys
have different effective masses and energy minima. In this
paper, we present a comprehensive analysis on the effect
of strain on the mobility of several TMDs, employing the
first ab i ni ti o simulations for bandstructure calculations and
then the linearized Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) for
evaluating the mobility [21]. The methodology for ab i ni ti o
calculations, scattering rates, and the discretization method
of the linearized BTE is briefly presented in Section II. The
effects of biaxial strain on the bandstructure and mobility of
MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 are discussed in Section III,
and the concluding remarks are presented in Section IV.

II. M ODELING A PPROACH
This section explains the approach for the evaluation of the
electronic bandstructure and mobility.
A. Bandstructure
For bandstructure calculations, we employed the densityfunctional theory (DFT) along with the local density
approximation as implemented in the SIESTA code [22].
A 30 Å vacuum region has been used to isolate the single layer
from other layers to ensure no interactions between them,
thus making our calculations effectively representative of an
isolated 2-D layer. A cutoff energy equal to 400 Ry was used
and the sampling of the reciprocal space Brillouin zone (BZ)
is performed by a Monkhorst-pack grid of 18 × 18 × 1
k-points. Calculations begin with the determination of the
optimized geometry, that is the configuration in which the
residual Hellmann–Feynman forces acting on atoms are
smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The calculated lattice constants of
an unstrained single-layer MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2
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Fig. 2.
(a) K - and Q-valleys in the first BZ of TMDs. The angle θ

describes the Q-valley’s orientation in k-space.
It should be noted that the

zigzag direction in k-space
corresponds to the armchair direction in real space.
Illustration of several phonon-assisted intervalley transitions in single-layer
MX2 for (b) transitions from K -valley to other valleys and (c) transitions
from Q-valley to other valleys. The figure sets the notation used in Table I
to identify phonon-assisted transitions.

Fig. 1. Electronic bandstructure along high symmetry lines of unstrained
single layer. (a) MoS2 . (b) MoSe2 . (c) WS2 . (d) WSe2 .

throughout this paper we used a = 0.65 nm [9]. By assuming
Fermi’s golden rule, the scattering rate from an initial state k
in a valley v to a final state k in a valley w can be written as

are 3.12, 3.24, 3.14, and 3.26 Å, respectively, which are in
agreement with previously reported values in [23].
Fig. 1(a)–(d) shows that all the considered materials have
a direct bandgap in the absence of strain and the energy
bandgaps for MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 are evaluated to
be 1.89, 1.66, 1.98, and 1.72 eV, respectively, which are close
to the values reported in [23]. The lowest and the second
lowest band minima in the conduction band are denoted as
K - and Q-valleys [see Fig. 2(a)], respectively, and the energy
distances between these valleys are evaluated to be 195 meV,
72 meV, 166 meV, and 48 meV, for the unstrained singlelayer MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 , respectively. A fairly
wide range of values for the energy distance between the
K - and Q-valleys has been reported in previous theoretical
studies [23]–[25], and unfortunately no experimental
verification has been yet reported except for MoS2 [26].

 k ) = 2π |M v,w (k,
 k )|2 δ[E w (k ) − E v (k)
 ∓ h̄ω(q)]
S v,w (k,
h̄
(1)

B. Scattering Mechanisms and Mobility Calculation
In our calculations, carrier scattering due to the intrinsic
phonons (including acoustic and optical phonons), remote
phonons, and charged impurities are taken into account.
Piezoelectric coupling to the acoustic phonons has
been instead neglected in this paper because it is only
important at low temperatures [27]. We assume that an
electron envelope wave function in 2-D semiconductors
√
can be written as k (r , z) = χ(z) exp (i k · r)/ S with
χ(z) = ((2/a))1/2 sin(π z/a), where r is the in-plane
position, z is the direction normal to the 2-D layer, a is
the thickness of the TMD single layer [28], S is the area
normalization factor, and k is the in-plane wave vector;

 k )| is the matrix element for the mentioned
where |M v,w (k,
transition and h̄ω(q) is the phonon energy that may depend
on q = |k − k |. The intravalley transitions (v = w) assisted
by the acoustic phonons can be approximated as elastic and
the rate is given by
 k ) =
Sac (k,

2
2πkB T Dac,1

ρ S h̄v s2


δ[E(k ) − E(k)]

(2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, Dac,1 is the first-order acoustic deformation
potential. ρ is the mass density that is 3.1, 4.6, 4.9, 6.2
[10−7 gr/cm2 ] and v s is the sound velocity that is 6.6, 4.1, 4.3,
3.3 [103 m/s] for single-layer MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 ,
respectively [30], [31]. On the other hand, the rate of inelastic
phonon scattering, including intra and intervalley optical
phonons, and intervalley acoustic phonons, can be expressed as


v,w
)2
π(Dac,0/op,0
1 1
v,w  
× n op + ∓
δ[E w (k )
(k, k ) =
Sac/op
ωac/op ρ S
2 2
 ∓ h̄ωac/op (q)]
(3)
− E v (k)
v,w
is the zero-order acoustic/optical deformation
where Dac/op,0
potential for a transition between the valleys v and w,
h̄ωac/op (q) is the phonon energy, and n op is the phonon
occupation (upper and lower signs denote phonon absorption
and phonon emission, respectively). There are six Q-valleys
in the first BZ and phonon-assisted intervalley transitions
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TABLE I
D EFORMATION P OTENTIALS AND P HONON E NERGIES FOR P HONON -

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR THE D IELECTRIC M ATERIALS AND C ORRESPONDING

A SSISTED T RANSITIONS IN S INGLE -L AYER MoS 2 , MoSe2 , WS 2 , AND

C ALCULATED SO P HONON F REQUENCIES h̄ωSO,tox AND h̄ωSO,box .

WSe2 . T HE F IRST C OLUMN I NDICATES THE E LECTRONIC T RANSITION
W ITH C ORRESPONDING P HONON M OMENTUM . PARAMETERS OF MoS 2

BACK O XIDE I S SiO 2 . D IELECTRIC PARAMETERS A RE
TAKEN F ROM [36], E XCEPT THE PARAMETERS OF

(O THER M ATERIALS ) A RE TAKEN F ROM [30] ([31]). A S D ISCUSSED IN
[30], [31], THE E NERGY VALUES FOR A COUSTIC (O PTICAL ) P HONON

BN W HICH A RE TAKEN F ROM [37]

M ODES A RE THE AVERAGE OF P HONON E NERGIES OF THE T RANSVERSE
L ONGITUDINAL (T RANSVERSE , L ONGITUDINAL , AND H OMOPOLAR )
M ODES . I T S HOULD BE N OTICED T HAT S EVERAL P HONON -A SSISTED

AND

T RANSITIONS H AVE THE S AME E NERGY B ECAUSE T HEY C ORRESPOND
TO THE

S AME P HONON WAVE -V ECTOR

we adopted the deformation potentials and phonon energies
from [30], [31], that for completeness are reported in Table I.
A remote phonon or surface-optical (SO) phonon is another
important scattering source that can severely degrade electron
mobility. The source of this scattering is in the surrounding
dielectrics via long-range Coulomb interactions, provided that
the dielectrics support polar vibrational modes. By assuming
semi-infinite top and back oxides and neglecting the possible
coupling to the plasmons of the 2-D material, the energy
dispersion of the SO phonons can be obtained by solving the
secular equation [32]
(

box (ω)

−(

+

2-D )( tox (ω)

+

2-D )

box (ω) − 2-D )( tox (ω) − 2-D )e

−2qa

=0

(4)

where 2-D is the dielectric constant of the 2-D material
(single-layer TMDs in this paper) [29], [33]–[35], while the
indices box and tox denote the back oxide and the top oxide,
respectively. A numerical solution of (4) shows that the
frequency of the remote phonons has a very weak dependence
on q, that consequently we neglected in our calculations
by setting e−2qa ≈ 1 in (4). With this approximation,
(4) simplifies to box (ω) + tox (ω) = 0, that we solved using
the single polar phonon expression for the ox (ω) in each oxide
ox (ω)

=

∞

+

− ∞
2
1 − ω2 /ωTO
0

(5)

where ∞ and 0 are the high- and low-frequency dielectric
constants, respectively, and ωTO is the frequency of the polar
phonon in the oxide. The parameters of dielectric materials
that are studied in this paper and the corresponding calculated
SO phonon frequencies are reported in Table II.
The scattering matrix element of the remote phonons can
be written as
 k )
MSO,tox (k,


h̄ωSO,tox
=
2Sq

1
∞
tox

+

box (ωSO,tox )

−

1
0
tox

+



box (ωSO,tox )

(6)
 k |.
correspond to quite different phonon wave vectors q = |k−
The corresponding phonon wave vectors are shown
in Fig. 2(b) and (c), and for intrinsic phonon scatterings,

where ωSO,tox and ωSO,box are the frequencies of the
SO phonon from the top and back oxides, ∞ and 0 are
the high- and low-frequency dielectric constants, and S is
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the normalization area [32]. The scattering matrix element
of the remote phonon from the back oxide is obtained by
exchanging the subindex of tox and box in (6). Scattering
with the SO phonon mode is inelastic and we consider only
intravalley transitions.
The charged impurities located in the center of the
2-D material are another source for intravalley scattering. The
2-D Fourier transform of the scattering potential due to a
charged impurity located at (r , z) = (0, a/2) can be written
as [38]
φ(q, z) =

e2
[e−q|z−a/2| + Ceqz + De−qz ]
2q 2-D

(7)

where e is the elementary charge, C and D are the parameters
that depend on the physical properties of the dielectrics and
the 2-D material [20], [38]. Thus the matrix elements due to
the charge impurity scattering take the form [20]


q
e2
1
(0)  
Mcb (k, k ) =
− 2
qa 2-D q
q + (2π/a)2



 D
C  qa
−qa
−qa/2
×
e −1 +
1−e
−e
2
2


q
e2
1
+ 2
+
.
(8)
qa 2-D q
q + (2π/a)2
In this paper, the effect of static screening produced by the
electrons in the conduction band is described by using the
dielectric function approach [38], so that the screened matrix
w (k,
 k ) in the valley w is obtained by solving the
element Mscr
linear problem
M v (q) =

v,w
w

w
(q)Mscr
(q)

(9)

where v and w ∈ K , Q, M v (q) is the unscreened matrix
element, and v,w is the dielectric matrix calculated numerically as explained in [38]. Screening has been used
for the scattering due to the charged impurities and the
SO phonons, while intrinsic phonon transitions are assumed
unscreened [20].
As will be discussed in the next section, the bandstructure
close to the Q-valley is not isotropic and the corresponding
mobility shows direction dependence, while the bandstructure
close to the K -valley is taken isotropic instead. Assuming a
nonparabolic dispersion relation E(1 + α E) = h̄ 2 kl2 /2m l∗ +
h̄ 2 kt2 /2m ∗t , the longitudinal m l∗ and transverse m ∗t effective
masses, and also the nonparabolicity factor α, are extracted
from the DFT-calculated electronic bandstructure.
The longitudinal direction of the Q-valley is neither the
armchair nor the zigzag direction. Therefore, θ is introduced as
the angle describing the valley orientation with respect to the
armchair direction in real space, see Fig. 2(a). The mobility of
(v)
each valley along the armchair μ(v)
A and zigzag μ Z direction
is given by [38]
(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

μ A = μll cos2 (θv ) + μt t sin2 (θv )
μ Z = μll sin2 (θv ) + μt t cos2 (θv )

(10)

where θv is the angle of longitudinal direction of the
valley v with respect to the armchair direction in real space.
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF THE C ALCULATED M OBILITY IN T HIS PAPER W ITH THE
E XPERIMENTAL D ATA OF [10]. T = 100 K AND THE I MPURITY D ENSITY
I S 4 × 1012 CM−2 . T HE U NITS OF C ARRIER C ONCENTRATION (n) AND
M OBILITY (μ) A RE cm−2 AND cm2 /(Vs), R ESPECTIVELY

ll and tt denote the mobility, respectively, in the longitudinal
and transverse direction of the valley v. The θ angle for the
valleys Q has a very week dependence on the biaxial strain
and is approximately zero for two of the Q-valleys, is π/3 for
other two of them, and is 2π/3 for the remaining Q-valleys.
The overall mobility does not depend on the direction and is
obtained as the average of the mobilities in different valleys
weighted by the corresponding electron density [20]. The
low-field mobility can be calculated by solving numerically
the linearized BTE, which in previous works has been almost
universally solved in approximated forms [38]. In this paper,
instead, we have employed an energy driven discretization
method described in [20], [21] that allows one to write the
discretized BTE in the form of a linear, algebraic problem,
and provides detailed expressions in terms of scattering matrix
elements for the entries of the matrix governing the linear
problem. In this approach, multiple scattering mechanisms
are naturally included by adding the corresponding scattering
rates before the calculation of the momentum relaxation
time without resorting to the semiempirical Matthiessen’s
rule for the relaxation times [21]. Table III compares our
calculated mobilities at various carrier concentrations with
the experimental data reported in [10] for the unstrained
single-layer MoS2 embedded between SiO2 and HfO2 with
an impurity density equal to 4 × 1012 cm−2 at T = 100 K.
A very good agreement with experimental data validates the
bandstructure and mobility models employed in this paper.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Fig. 3(a)–(d) shows the bandstructure of the unstrained
and strained single-layer MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 .
A tensile biaxial strain increases the energy distance between
the K - and Q-valleys, whereas under a small compressive
strain this energy distance is reduced. With a further increase
of compressive strain, the Q-valley will be the lowest one and
the K -valley will not significantly contribute to the electron
mobility. The energy distances between the K - and Q-valleys
reported in this paper and in some previous contributions are
compared in Table IV. Except for MoS2 , where experiments
indicate an energy distance larger than 60 meV [26], for the
other materials, this parameter has not been experimentally
extracted. Fig. 4 shows the evaluated energy minima of the
valleys as a function of strain for the discussed materials.
A small tensile strain of 0.4% increases the energy distance
by more than 150 meV, which can effectively enhance the
mobility because of the reduction of intervalley phonon
scattering. The compressive strain, however, decreases this
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Fig. 3.
Band structure of unstrained (black line), under compressive
strain (blue line), and under tensile strain (red line) of single-layer (a) MoS2 ,
(b) MoSe2 , (c) WS2 , and (d) WSe2 . The strain magnitude is 2.5% in all
strained cases.
TABLE IV
E NERGY D ISTANCES B ETWEEN K - AND Q-VALLEYS BASED ON
T HEORETICAL S TUDIES IN [23], [24], [31]. T HE U NITS A RE meV

Fig. 4. Energy minima of the K - and Q-valleys under biaxial strain for
MoS2 (black), MoSe2 (red), WS2 (blue), and WSe2 (green) (see Fig. 1
and Fig. 2).

energy distance and with a relatively large compressive strain
the Q-valley becomes the lowest valley. The longitudinal m l∗
and transverse m ∗t effective masses and the nonparabolicity
factors α are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(d). The effective masses
of the unstrained WS2 and WSe2 are smaller than that of
the unstrained MoS2 and MoSe2 . In all cases, a tensile
strain decreases the effective mass of the K -valley while a
compressive strain reduces the effective mass of the Q-valley.

Fig. 5. Effective masses (solid-lines for longitudinal and dashed-lines for
transverse mass) and the nonparabolicity factors (α) (dotted-lines) of various
valleys (blue line for K -valley and red line for Q-valley) under biaxial strain
for (a) MoS2 , (b) MoSe2 , (c) WS2 , and (d) WSe2 . The longitudinal and
transverse effective masses of K -valley have been found to be essentially
equal.

The strain dependence of intrinsic phonon-limited mobility
is presented in Fig. 6(a). There is a general trend for the
modulation of mobility with the strain for all discussed
materials, which can be explained by the variation of
intervalley scattering between the K - and Q-valleys with
strain. As the mobility enhancement with the tensile strain is
due to the reduction of intervalley scattering, the TMDs with a
relatively small energy distance between the K - and Q-valleys
will show a large mobility enhancement with the small tensile
strain. For example, the energy distances between the valleys
for MoSe2 and WSe2 are 72 meV and 48 meV, respectively,
and a tensile strain of 0.4% results in 64% and 296% mobility
enhancement compared with the unstrained materials. The
mobility enhancement for MoS2 and WS2 under the same
condition is 9% and 8%, which is due to their relatively large
K to Q valleys energy distance of 195 meV and 166 meV,
respectively. The mobilities of WS2 and WSe2 are the highest
in comparison with the other TMDs because of the relatively
small effective mass of the Q-valley under the tensile
strain.
To explain the strong variation of mobility with a small
compressive strain, Fig. 6(b) shows the fraction of carrier
concentration of the K - and Q-valleys as a function of strain.
As can be seen, under tensile strain the Q-valley becomes
empty and does not contribute to electronic conduction, while
under the compressive strain the carrier concentration of the
Q-valley increases and this valley dominates the electron
transport. As the effective mass of the Q-valley is larger than
that of the K -valley, the phonon limited mobility of this valley
is smaller than that of the K -valley, see Fig. 6(c). As can be
seen in Fig. 6(c), because of decreasing the intervalley phonon
scattering, the small tensile strain increases significantly the
mobility of K -valley. The minimum of the overall mobility
occurs as the energy minima of the K - and Q-valleys get
very close to each other and the intervalley scattering is thus
maximum.
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Fig. 6. (a) Phonon limited mobility of single-layer TMDs as a function of strain with a carrier concentration of n = 1012 cm−2 . (b) and (c) Fraction of
carrier concentration and phonon limited mobility of K - and Q-valleys of single-layer TMDs as a function of strain. (d) Mobility limited by intrinsic phonon
modes, remote phonon, and screened charged impurity scattering with SiO2 as the back oxide ( r = 3.9) and HfO2 as the top oxide ( r = 23). Carrier and
charged impurity concentrations are equal to n = n imp = 1012 cm−2 . Black, red, blue, and green lines illustrate the mobility of MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and
WSe2 , respectively.

Fig. 6(d) shows the mobility in the presence of the intrinsic
phonon, remote phonon, and charged impurity scattering. The
top and back oxides are assumed to be HfO2 and SiO2 ,
respectively, and both the carrier and impurity concentrations
are 1012 cm−2 . As the charge impurity and remote phonon
scattering result in intravalley transitions, which are weakly
affected by the strain, the mobility enhancement by strain
in the presence of these scattering mechanisms is smaller
than it is for the phonon limited mobility. In this case, the
mobility enhancements under 0.4% tensile strain are about
5%, 27%, 4%, and 84% for MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 ,
respectively.
The room temperature mobility of the discussed materials
at various carrier concentrations is compared in Fig. 7 for
both the unstrained and strained conditions. A relatively small
tensile strain of 0.4% only weakly affects the effective mass of
the K -valley (lowest valley), while it has a stronger effect on
the energy distance of the valleys. Therefore, this small strain
has the largest (smallest) effect on the mobility of singlelayer WSe2 (MoS2 ), which has the minimum (maximum)
energy distance between the valleys. As at higher carrier
concentrations, the remote phonon and charged impurity
scattering are strongly screened and the intrinsic phonon
scattering plays a more significant role on the mobility,
the mobility enhancement by strain is more pronounced
at relatively high carrier concentrations. The unstrained
single-layer WSe2 has the smallest mobility among all of

Fig. 7. Mobility (solid lines) and mobility enhancement (dashed lines) with
the inclusion of intrinsic phonon, remote phonon, and charged impurity scattering for the unstrained (black), under a tensile biaxial strain of 0.4% (blue),
under a tensile biaxial strain of 5% (red) for (a) MoS2 , (b) MoSe2 ,
(c) WS2 , and (d) WSe2 . Top and back oxide are HfO2 and SiO2 , respectively,
and the charge impurity concentration is equal to n imp = 1012 cm2 .
Left axes: mobility. Right axes: mobility enhancement.

the discussed unstrained materials, while it has the largest
mobility enhancement with a tensile strain in the range of
0.4%–5% and it achieves the highest mobility under a tensile
strain of 5%.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
A theoretical study on the role of strain on the mobility of
the single-layer MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 is presented.
The DFT calculations are used to obtain the effective
masses and energy minima of the contributing valleys.
The linearized BTE is solved for evaluating the mobility,
including the effects of the intrinsic phonons, remote phonons,
and screened charged impurities. The results indicate that,
a tensile strain increases the mobility, whereas a compressive
strain reduces the mobility. The unstrained mobility and the
mobility enhancement with a strain strongly depend on the
energy distance between the K - and Q-valleys. A small
tensile strain has a higher impact on the mobility of materials
with a smaller energy distance between the valleys, such as
MoSe2 and WSe2 . Various energy distance values result in
similar mobility characteristics and only change the strain
value at which the mobility starts to increase. Therefore,
the main conclusion of this paper remains valid regardless
of the exact value of the energy distance between the
K - and Q-valleys. The results pave the way for improving the
performance of TMD-based electronic devices by strain
engineering.
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